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Abstract
Let M be a multigraph with maximum edge-multiplicity  and girth g. We show that 0(M)6
(M) + d=bg=2ce. c© 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
In this paper we consider multigraphs M =(V; E) with vertex set V and edge set E.
Each edge is incident to precisely two dierent vertices, i.e. we do not allow loops, and
(v; w) denotes the number of edges between the vertices v and w. The maximum vertex
degree in M is denoted by (M) and (M) denotes the maximum of f(v; w)jv; w 2
Vg. The chromatic index 0(M) is the minimum number of colors needed to color
the edges of M such that adjacent edges are colored dierently. A multigraph M is
critical, if 0(M)>(M) and 0(M − e)<0(M) for each edge e 2 E.
Let M be a multigraph. Vizing [2] proved that 0(M)6(M) + (M). We will
prove a renement of this theorem with respect to the girth of M , where the girth of
a multigraph is dened to be the girth of its underlying simple graph.
For the proof we will need some techniques developed by Kierstead [1]. Let
M = (V; E) be a critical multigraph, e0 2 E, and  a (0(M)− 1)-coloring of M − e0.
We may consider  as a (0(M)−1)-coloring of M leaving the edge e0 uncolored. The
set of colors not present at vertex v is denoted by (v). A path P in M with distinct
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vertices v0; v1; : : : ; vn in this order and edges e0 = v0v1, e1 = v1v2; : : : ; en−1 = vn−1vn is
acceptable (with respect to ) if e0 is the uncolored edge and (ei) 2
S
j<i
(vj), for
all 16i6n− 1. Kierstead proved the following theorem.
Theorem 1.1 (Kierstead [1]). If M is a critical multigraph; 0(M)>(M)+1; and P
an acceptable path with respect to a (0(M)−1)-coloring  of M; then (v)\ (w)=;
for any two distinct vertices v; w of P.
2. The main result
Theorem 2.1. If M is a multigraph with girth g; then
0(M)6(M) +

(M)
bg=2c

:
Proof. Assume to the contrary that the statement is false. Then, there is a critical
multigraph M with girth g and 0(M)>(M) + d(M)=bg=2ce. We may assume that
there is a positive integer k such that g=2k+1 or 2k. Note, that if g=2k then k>2.
Henceforth, 0(M) = (M) + s>(M) + d(M)=ke, and therefore s>(M)=k + 1.
Let  be a ((M)+s−1)-coloring of M−e, e=x0x1, and  6=  such that  2 (x0)
and  2 (x1). Then, there is a path Q0, whose edges are colored  and  alternately,
with vertices x1; x2; : : : ; xm; x0 and edges f= xmx0 and xixi+1, for i= 1; : : : ; m− 1. Path
Q = (Q0 − f) + e is acceptable and let P be a maximum acceptable path with initial
subpath Q, i.e. V (P)= fx0; x1; : : : ; xm; xm+1; : : : ; xng and E(P)= fxixi+1ji=0; : : : ; n− 1g.
Note that m is even, f 2 E(M), and n>m>2k.
Let NP(xn) be the set of neighbors of xn in P, and
n− 1 = N (g− 2) + r; (1)
where 06r6g− 3.
Since g is the girth of G it follows that N>1 and jNP(xn)j6N + 1. On the other
hand, P is maximum and it follows from Theorem 1.1 that there are at least n(s−1)+2
edges between xn and P − xn. Hence,
n(s− 1) + 26jNP(xn)j(M)6(N + 1)(M): (2)
We conclude that (n=k)(M) + 26(N + 1)(M), and therefore n=k <N + 1.
If g=2k+1, then it follows from (1) that (N (2k−1)+ r+1)=k <N +1, and hence
r < (k − 1)(1− N ). Since N; k>1 it follows that r < 0, a contradiction.
If g = 2k, then we may assume that k>2 and as above it follows from (1) that
k(N − 1)< 2N − r − 1. If k>3, then r < 2− N , and hence N = 1 and consequently
r = 0. But then n= 2k − 1, contradicting the fact that n>2k.
If k=2, then r=0. Thus, n=2N +1 and since m is even it follows that n>m>4.
Since s>(M)=2+1 and n=2N +1 inequality (2) implies that jNP(xn)j=N +1. This
is only possible when xn is adjacent to every vertex with even index in P, in particular
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xnxm 2 E(M). But per construction of P we have x0xm 2 E(P) and hence x0, xm and
xn induce a triangle in M , contradicting the fact that M is triangle-free.
The bounds of Theorem 2.1 are attained by the following multigraphs. Let Cl2k+1
(k; l>1) be obtained from a circuit on 2k + 1 vertices v0; v1; : : : ; v2k and with edges
v0v1, v1v2; : : : ; v2kv0. Let (vivi+1) = (Cl2k+1) = lk. The girth of C
l
2k+1 is g = 2k + 1,
(Cl2k+1) = 2lk and jE(Cl2k+1)j = lk(2k + 1). A color class can contain at most k
edges, and consequently 0(Cl2k+1)>l(2k + 1) = (C
l
2k+1) + l. From Theorem 2.1 it
follows that 0(Cl2k+1)6(C
l
2k+1)+l, and hence 
0(Cl2k+1)=(C
l
2k+1)+l=(C
l
2k+1)+
d(Cl2k+1)=bg=2ce.
Corollary 2.2. If M is a multigraph with girth at least 2(M); then 0(M)6(M)+1.
Since every multigraph has girth at least 3, Vizing’s theorem is an immediate con-
sequence of Theorem 2.1.
Theorem 2.3 (Vizing’s theorem). If M is a multigraph; then 0(M)6(M) + (M).
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